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 Puristic, sensual, warm – the

bathroom as a place for relaxation

emanates peace and comfort and is

arranged with much eye to detail.

Therefore, heat sources which

create a relaxing atmosphere in this

important room are becoming

increasingly popular. The ceramic

design objects of Sommerhuber

combine aesthetics and healthy-

living warmth.

 A new addition to our catalogue are

the puristic „pure art“ heating

systems. Here, the company puts

sophisticated technology into a

staggeringly clear design.

With its ceramic healthy warmth,

they emanate a pleasant

atmosphere of comfort in any

rooms. The mild ceramic radiant

heat, comes closest of all types of

heating to the natural warmth of the

sun. Contrary to customary metal

heaters, „pure art“ does not heat

the air in the room, but it heats

floor, walls, and ceiling with

longwave Infrared rays. This

prevents the constant circulation of

the air with dust and bacteria. Thus,

the soft ceramic radiant heat lends

the room a balanced climate which

protects the mucous membranes

and the airways.

 The glazes of the heating objects

are offered in many contemporary

colours and surfaces, and the large

selection of accessories

complements the heating function.

The heating systems can be

equipped with different clever

lighting solutions.

A pleasant atmosphere is created

with this indirect lighting, and the

objects become impressive

sculptures. The combination of glass

and ceramics of the classic column

allows it to become an intelligent

bathroom partition which visually

separates the toilet from the

remainder of the room. Equipped

with a towel rail, an elegant wall of

radiance becomes a stylish butler.

Assembling the designer heaters is

especially easy and fast: Like

customary heaters, they are

integrated into the central heating

with a heating circuit of their own,

or individually heated electrically, or

in a brand-new approach, operated

with a combination of water and

electricity. The system is so well

thought-out that installation can can

take under two hours. If you are

interested, please ask for more

information on our hotline +43/

7252/893-0, at www.cool-

heat.sommerhuber.com, or at

keramik@sommerhuber.com


